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Direct Forum is a free email newsletter containing useful direct marketing tips, news updates and
how-to information. It’s convenient, informative and I am not trying to sell you anything!

1. Lessons to be learned from a
Master Fundraiser: Mr. Fred
Rogers.    

2. A cure for smaller charities
     that are missing out by not
     taking advantage of the
     power of direct mail.
3. My pick of the month:
    The Gun Violence History
Book.

Lessons to be learned from
a Master Fundraiser:
Mr. Fred Rogers.
We can all learn a lot from
Mr. Fred Rogers, children’s
favorite childhood TV
neighbor, about how to
effectively appeal for
funding. If you are a writer
or a fundraiser here is an
inspiring true story.
In 1969 The funding for
Mr. Rogers program,
Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood, was
at risk of being slashed in half.

The committee, including
Chairman Sen. John
Pastore (D-RI), had already
spent a couple of long
days listening to testimony.
This testimony in support
of retaining the funding
was dry and uninspiring.
On May 1, 1969, Fred Rogers testified
before a U.S. Senate committee, since they
regulate the FCC and the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting (CPB).
CONTINUES ...
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The $20 million in federal funding
earmarked for the newly-formed
CPB was in jeopardy.
Sen. Pastore was
not swayed in the
least. He was also
fed up with people
reading from scripts.
Then it was Mr. Rogers’ turn to testify.
Sen. Pastore was unfamiliar with
him and never had seen Mister
Rogers’ Neighborhood.
At first, the senator was agitated
and a bit hostile when Mr. Rogers
took his seat in front of him.
Mr. Rogers sensed that Sen. Pastore was
displeased. And while he had a script
in hand, he decided to appeal directly
to the Senator, person-to-person.
Mr. Rogers used simple, straightforward
language. In the first few minutes,
Mr. Rogers gave a passionate,
heartfelt testimony, explaining the
importance of wholesome children’s
television programming.
Here’s what he said: “This is what I
give. I give an expression of care every
day to each child, to help him realize
that he is unique. I end the program by

saying, ‘You’ve made this day a special
day, by just your being you. There’s
no person in the whole world like you,
and I like you, just the way you are.’
And I feel that if we in public television
can only make it clear that feelings are
mentionable and manageable, we will have
done a great service for mental health.
I think that it’s
much more
dramatic that
two men could
be working out
their feelings
of anger -- much more dramatic than
showing something of gunfire. I’m
constantly concerned about what
our children are seeing, and for 15
years I have tried in this country and
Canada, to present what I feel is a
meaningful expression of care.”
Sen. Pastore was visibly moved by
Mr. Rogers’ words. Within a few moments
of testimony, the senator’s demeanor
changed from aggravation to admiration.
Senator Pastore replied:
“Well, I’m supposed to
be a pretty tough guy,
and this is the first time
I’ve had goosebumps
for the last two days.”
CONTINUES ...
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Mr. Rogers didn’t stop there.
He thanked the senator for his
goosebumps and for his interest.
Mr. Rogers amplified the need for
quality public children’s programming.
To draw a connection between the
funding required and the impact it
would make, Mr. Rogers asked for
permission to recite the lyrics of a
song he wrote. The Senator agreed.
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when I wish. Can stop, stop, stop anytime.
And what a good feeling to feel like
this! And know that the feeling is really
mine. Know that there’s something deep
inside that helps us become what we
can. For a girl can be someday a lady,
and a boy can be someday a man.”
Senator Pastore, visibly moved,
replied: “I think it’s wonderful. I
think it’s wonderful. Looks like you
just earned the 20 Million dollars.”

“This has to do with that good feeling of
In under 7 minutes, Fred Rogers
control which I feel children need to know
single-handedly persuaded the powers
is there. And it starts out, ‘What do you
that be to reinstate the funding.
do with the mad that you feel?’ And that
first line of the song came from a child.”
As Fred Rogers’ mother liked to say:
Mr. Rogers continued with the
song lyrics:
“What do you do with the mad that
you feel? When you feel so mad you
could bite. When the whole wide
world seems oh so wrong, and
nothing you do seems very right.

“When there is a tragedy, look for the
helpers. Because if you look for the
helpers, you’ll know that there is hope.”
Here’s a link to the actual video of
the senate hearing with Fred Rogers:
https://vimeo.com/93190081

Now there is a newly-released movie
What do you do? Do you punch a bag?
trailer of an upcoming movie called: A
Do you pound some clay or some dough? Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood—
Do you round up friends for a game of
starring Tom Hanks— it’s about the life of
tag or see how fast you go? It’s great to be Fred Rogers, to be released this November.
able to stop when you’ve planned a thing
Here is the link to the movie trailer:
that’s wrong. And be able to do something
https://youtu.be/-VLEPhfEN2M
else instead, and think this song:
I can stop when I want to. Can stop
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A cure for smaller charities that
are missing out by not taking
advantage of the power of
direct mail.
Direct mail is being systematically
choked-off by a combination of
rumor/opinion and unfounded
knowledge (NOT FACTS) that
usually goes like this:
• Direct Mail is too expensive.
• It is easier to raise the same
amount of money online.
• Many non-profit staff members
don’t know how to create
a direct mail package.
Right there, as stated above, is a
summary of why so many smaller nonprofits are leaving so much money on the
table, disappointing so many donors and
putting their own missions in danger.
For people like me who care about
the well-being and growth of all
charities, including smaller charities,
I find this deeply disturbing.
Look at the facts published by the
Direct Marketing Association (DMA):
• The average response rate from
direct mail is a whopping 4.4%, 37
times higher than the average email
PAGE 4

marketing rate of a mere 0.12%.
• Other studies show the same disparity
although the open, click-thru and
response rates vary slightly.
For those who believe that direct
mail “is too expensive”:
Why in the world would you not
spend $1.50 or even $2.00 to get
$25 or more from a loyal donor.
Besides, if you add in the lifetime
value of your loyal donors who give year
after year it would be more like between
$350 to a $1000 if she/he is regularly
informed and being properly treated.
Now, those who believe that it
is easier to raise the same amount
of money online as it is by direct
mail should just do the math.
If an email to donors has on average
chance of being opened by only 20%
and a direct mail letter a 50% chance,
and if the response rates average about
0.5 percent for an email while a printed
letter delivered to the donor’s home
CONTINUES ...
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enjoys a 4% response rate, that’s a
massive difference in results is it not?
Assume the average gift for both
channels is $25. An email to 1,000
donors, with a .05 percent response
rate, will produce only $125. While
a direct mail piece with a 4%
response will generate $1,000.
Finally, for charities who don’t
know how to create a direct
mail package I have the perfect
very timely solution.
Each year, for the last 15 years,
I have been giving my students a
real project from a small charity to
create a pro-bono direct mail and
online piece and each year they
have not failed me or the charity.
So, if you are a small charity who
wants to test out my students here
is your chance. Just email me
at: billy@designersinc.ca.
Not only is this free for small
charities, but you will also get more
than a few concepts to select from.
What can be better than that?
Here is some of their past creative
work:
A SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN FOR
CMHA York and South Simcoe.

LANDING PAGE

LINKEDIN APPEAL
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CAMPAIGN FOR MEDAIR:
Letter

MEDAIR - Canada
1430 Main St E Suite B
Hamilton, ON L8K 1C3
canada@medair.org

MEDAIR - Canada
1430 Main St E Suite B
Hamilton, ON L8K 1C3
canada@medair.org

medair.org/Canada

medair.org/Canada

Andrea Zipprick
2408 Vista Street NE
Calgary, AB
T2E 6H5

2018 Year-end Appeal
Dear Andrea,
Together with your help we can reach out to Syrian refugees directly,
person to person, creating a seamless link between your meaningful support
and the crucial needs that ensure each refugee has a chance of survival.
This past year has been another challenging one for the Syrian refugee
families and their children, fleeing their homeland to escape unspeakable
death and destruction, to refugee camps in Lebanon and Jordan.
It’s hard to imagine what it means to run for your life, with no time to
pack and an uncertain journey ahead. To put yourself and your loved ones’
lives on the line. A trip where safety isn’t assured nor the necessary
provisions for the necessities of life.
With your generous and compassionate past support, you have helped
desperate people before. We need your help again.

Your gift is the
key link ensuring
that Medair
can continue to
deliver:
1. Shelter kits
2. Emergency
health
support
3. Sanitation
4. Nutrition

Medair’s Emergency Care plan will continue to delivery:
1. Shelter kits 2. Emergency health support
3. Sanitation 4. Nutrition
The most important key here is together through our combined efforts we
are able to ease individual suffering and save lives. This is possible because
Medair does something very exceptional within our category, we provide
strategic Emergency Care.

Social Media Campaign
Facebook site proposal:

At this time of year we hope that once again that you will open your heart
and renew your commitment to our relief efforts for the Syrian refugees. You
can go online and use your credit card https://ca.medair.org/ or mail your
donation in the envelope provided.
With gratitude
Anne Hageman
Director of Development
Medair Canada
PS. Small organizations like ours take time to grow but the need keeps
growing. Medair and the refugees we help, are dependent on donors like you.
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MEDAIR Social Media Campaign

Facebook

The Lisa Brown Charitable Foundation:

This video is worth watching;
Link to video: https://youtu.be/GAohZup-ZXc
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My pick of the month:

The Gun Violence History Book.

This book chronicles the 228 year history of gun violence. The Illinois Council
Against Handgun Violence (ICHV) launched another activation that recently
took place in Chicago. During the event, the organisation—in partnership
with FCB Chicago—unveiled The Gun Violence History Book. Outlined
in 19 chapters and 853 pages, the book contains 228 years of gun violence
history in America.
The link: https://vimeo.com/335517348

Credits:
Client: The Illinois Council Against Handgun Violence (ICHV)
Agency: FCB Chicago, Chicago
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OPT IN, OPT OUT, OPTIONS:
To subscribe, email me at:
billy@designersinc.ca
To download back issues of my
newsletters go to ‘Freebies’ on my website:
www.designersinc.ca
To unsubscribe, send me an e-mail simply
saying, “Please, remove.” To participate,
send me an email with your suggestions.
To post a comment, please include your
name, email address and your thoughts.
Let me remind you that your name and/or
e-mail address will never be shared, sold,
circulated, or passed along to anyone else.
BKS Fundraising/Designers Inc.
1806-77 Harbour Square
Toronto, ON
M5J 2S2
© Designers Inc.
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